Abstract. Image compressed sensing makes sparse signals information to reconstruct the optimal solution of original signals. The minimum total variation and Bregman algorithm transform constrained optimization problem of 1 l -norm into unconstrained optimization problems by increasing punishment item. Sparse images make the iterative process more simple and rapidness. In this paper, by studying several kinds of reconstruction algorithm for image compressed sensing, the convergences and the speeds of these algorithms are analyzed.
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Introduction
Compressed sensing is mathematical framework that concerns accurate recovery of a signal vector of 
As m N  , recovering the signal x from the measurement y given by (1) needs add penalty term [4] [5] , which is
A. Minimum total variation algorithm Minimum total variation algorithm [6] tries to get the most optimal solution for
. The new half-quadratic regularization and conjugate gradient in [7, 8] solve   J x with total variation term which denotes
while(err>tolerance &&n<the number of iteration)
x -up End B. Split bregman Split bregman algorithms in [9] [10] propose unconstrained optimal problems, such as
,Where the function H keeps convex,  is convex and differentiable [9] .
We obtain unconstrained problem by means of adding 2 l -norm [9] [10] :
in which x replaces d .Using split Bregman, we update x by splitBregman CS 
If algorithms optimize sparse image constantly, then get the optimal solution, finally, restore image with the help of 
To solve the reconstruction modeling, linear Bregman are introduced [13] . Figure 1 . Simulation for DMU.
Results and Discussions

Experiment 1 Simulation
M N  measurement matrix is extracted from sample matrix with single pixel camera experiment in Rice University, test data by k
The simulation results of algorithms are given in Fig 1. Fig 2 shows 
Conclusion
Compared to other algorithm, Minimum total variation always maintains good convergence for different images and measurement data, and can obtain fine quality of images, which are susceptible to the effects of measurement noise. For split Bregman, the parameters of μ and  determine the qualities of images recovery, precision and the speed of convergence. Likewise, the control item The relationship between concex accuracy and time is given in Fig 5. 
